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THIS PHOTO: In this D.C.
living room, an earthenware
jug from the South of
France rests upon a carved
19th-century Anglo-Indian
table. OPPOSITE: A
self-supporting circular stair
made of solid limestone is
enclosed in a fairy-talelike
tower leading to the new
master suite.
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art, antiques, and a love of all things european
inspire the design of a young family’s home
in washington, d.c.
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THIS PHOTO: An early
17th-century Italian oil
painting hangs above
a custom leather sofa
chosen to infuse
glamour into the living
room. Likewise a gilded
antique fauteuil from
Paris is upholstered not
in customary tapestry,
but black leather.
A sisal rug takes the
formality down a notch.
OPPOSITE: An
18th-century Florentine
commode stores
necessities in regal style.
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hree hundred maps, 100 pieces of art,
75 pieces of antique European furniture,
10 antique tapestries, one toddler, and one

large rescue dog—such was the list architect Ankie
Barnes and interior designer Andrew Law found
themselves working with when they were asked to
authenticate, enlarge, and “young up” their clients’
1926 Mediterranean-style home in Washington, D.C.
“The whole point was to make the house a worthy and
quiet background for a spectacular collection of art
and furnishings,” Barnes says, “while making it work
for a young family’s needs.”
That family has since grown to include a second
child and two additional rescue dogs—but the
homeowners remain passionately drawn to all things
European. “They’ve got an incredible eye, and it shows
in the things they’ve chosen to surround themselves
with,” Barnes says. “They’ve traveled and collected
their entire lives.”
And so, after adding a new kitchen, family room,
and master bedroom wing to the house, the team went
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This house has one foot in old-world Europe.
“But
it also has the cleanness you see in
contemporary Belgian design.”
—architect ANKIE BARNES
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to work to imbue the new spaces with Mediterranean

walls with buff-colored Venetian plaster and lined the

characteristics that honored the home’s architectural

floors throughout with quartersawn white oak. And

roots while simultaneously relaxing the house as

everywhere, as in centuries-old buildings throughout

a whole. “We wanted to create tension between

Europe, they added stunning treatments like groin-

the beautiful antiques and art and a fresher, more

vault corridors and beamed, trayed, and hand-painted

contemporary look,” Barnes says. To this end, the

ceilings, recalling the world’s oldest arts and crafts.

team traded double-hung windows for true French

“We wanted the house to have old-world patina, but in

doors—the kind you can imagine a chic Parisian

a gentle, textural way,” Law says. “There are so many

apartment dweller throwing open. They coated the

important antiques in it we needed to make the rooms
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THIS PHOTO: A hand-painted ceiling mimicking
those found in old French châteaus lends patina
to the dining room. The chair seats are upholstered
in leather, and the backs are covered in raw
hopsack. “It’s a very traditional European technique
to use two different fabrics on chairs,” interior
designer Andrew Law says. OPPOSITE: French
limestone flooring grounds the new kitchen.
A steel-reinforced island supports a slab of
Calacatta Gold marble, which also tops perimeter
counters and clads the range wall.

Ceiling treatments introduce scale and
“intimacy.
That’s important in spaces where
the trimwork recedes.
”
—ANKIE BARNES
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feel approachable and create a juxtaposition between

suit. “They’re fabrics that become better with time,”

what’s serious and what’s more relaxed.”

he says. “They’re refined, but they’re also durable.”

Law called on a neutral color palette to strike a

The same can be said of the home’s art and antiques.

youthful note, and he incorporated sisal rugs—rather

Many date from as early as the 16th century, yet they

than more traditional Oushaks—as a family-friendly

continue to be used, admired, sat upon, and enjoyed—all

way to relax rooms. “The home is filled with kids

while contributing to the home’s authenticity. “It’s so

and dogs running around every day; practicality was

thorough in its detail and so consistent inside and out

important,” Law says. His fabric choices—including

that when you’re in it, you start to forget where you are,”

waxed linens, linen-velvet, wool, and leather—followed

Barnes says. “The house really transports you.”
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THIS PHOTO: Formerly an enclosed side porch, architect
Ankie Barnes opened up this seating space to provide a
more seamless connection to the nearby swimming pool.
OPPOSITE: The master bedroom’s continental aesthetic is
defined by its antique furnishings, which include a pair of
18th-century Parisian mirrors hanging above 18th-century
Dutch chests. The Flemish wall tapestry is from the
17th century, and the bed is dressed in a Fortuny coverlet.

